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Abstract—Quality of service (QoS) support over cognitive radio
networks (CRNs) is challenging due to the random spectrum
availability. Elastic data traffic is a popular service whose service
response time is an important QoS parameter. We analyze the
mean response time of elastic data traffic service operating
over a single channel time-slotted centralized CRN under three
main service disciplines, namely, shortest processing time without
preemption (SPTNP), shortest processing time with preemption,
and shortest remaining processing time, in comparison withthe
processor sharing (PS) service discipline. It is shown thatthe
SPTNP is a better choice over the PS service discipline when the
traffic load is high, and that the preemption reduces the mean
response time when the data file size (service time requirement)
follows a heavy tailed distribution. The response time analysis can
be used for call admission control to ensure service satisfaction.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio network, elastic data traffic,
quality-of-service, response time, shortest processor time, shortest
remaining processor time, processor sharing.

I. I

The spectrum underutilization [2] is becoming a major set-
back for the development of next generation wireless networks.
Among proposed solutions, the concept of cognitive radio
networks (CRNs) [3][4] has become a popular choice due to
its flexibility and adaptability to use in any available frequency
band. It has been well accepted within the wireless com-
munications research community to explore the underutilized
portions of the radio spectrum using new-generation smart
programmable radios, without harmfully interfering with the
licensed primary users (PUs). Early research studies on CRNs
mainly focused on physical layer aspects such as spectrum
sensing [5] and power/rate controlling [6], and link layer
aspects such as channel access coordination [7]. Further, the
unpredictable nature of the opportunistic channels limitsthe
research work on CRNs to best effort services without any
strict quality of service (QoS) requirements. As the demandfor
wireless multimedia services keeps on increasing, supporting
QoS-aware services over CRNs is essential.

Research studies on voice [8]-[10] and video [11] transmis-
sion over CRNs focus on capacity/delay analysis and channel
access. So far, little attention is paid to the performance anal-
ysis of request-response type services such as web browsing
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over CRNs. The impact of primary user activities on traffic
congestion and the economic interaction between secondary
user (SU) and primary network operators are studied in [12]
and [13], respectively, when the SUs are data users. This type
of services does not require strict QoS as in conversational
or streaming services, but has a moderate service requirement
in the form of response time. The response time of a service
request (file) is defined as the time elapsed from the instant
it is placed by a user to the instant that the service (file
transmission) is completed.

A. Related Work

Most of the resource allocation/scheduling works in CRNs
mainly focus on throughput optimization/fairness, and they
do not deal with any specific data file length distributions
or response time as a performance metric. A performance
analysis of elastic traffic in non-cognitive networks is carried
out in [14] where the rate of flows adjusts to fill available
bandwidth. Different bandwidth sharing techniques based on
maximum throughput, min-max fairness, proportional fairness,
and weighted fairness are considered in the analysis. The
response time evaluation of elastic data traffic flows is studied
for cellular/WLAN (wireless local area network) integrated
networks in [15]-[17]. In the studies, the network supports
streaming and elastic data traffic flows. In [15] a service
request supports only one data file, whereas in [16][17] a
service request establishes a data session which may have a
number of data files with an exponentially distributed thinking
time in between adjacent file transfers. The shortest remaining
processor time (SRPT) and processor sharing (PS) service
disciplines are considered in [15] and [16][17], respectively.
The mean response time approximation in the SRPT service
discipline under a heavy traffic condition is given in [18]
(and references there in). In all these works, the short-term
mean channel rate available for a data user does not vary
with time, and therefore the long-term mean channel rate is
used for the response time analysis. However, in CRNs the
channel availability for secondary users (SUs) varies withtime
due to the interruptions by the PUs (bursty PU traffic), and
the short-term mean channel availability deviates from the
long-term mean channel availability. Therefore, the effect of
the transmission interruptions caused by the PUs should be
considered in the analysis. In [20], the mean throughput and
delay of transmission control protocol (TCP) and constant
bit rate connections are analyzed for CRNs with on-off PU
behaviors.
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B. Contribution

The contribution of this paper is three fold: i) We derive
mathematical expressions for the response time of elastic data
traffic service operating over a single channel time-slotted cen-
tralized CRN with three service disciplines, namely, shortest
processor time without preemption (SPTNP) [1], shortest pro-
cessor time with preemption (SPTWP), and shortest remaining
processing time, in comparison with the PS service discipline.
The PU activities are considered to have an on-off behavior
with on and off durations following exponential distributions;
ii) We compare the mean response times of all four service
disciplines under different data traffic load conditions, and
demonstrate that the SPTNP is a better choice over the PS
service discipline for a heavy traffic load condition; iii) We
compare the mean response times of all four service disciplines
under service time requirement distributions with different tail
properties, and demonstrate that the preemption reduces the
mean response time when the service time requirement (data
file size) follows a heavy tailed distribution. The response
time analysis can be used for call admission control (CAC) to
ensure service satisfaction. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study of the service response time for the elasticdata
traffic under the service disciplines with service interruptions
for a CRN.

This paper is organized as follows. We describe our system
model, service disciplines, and the data traffic model in Section
II. The response times of the three service disciplines in the
centralized CRN under consideration are analyzed in Sections
III, IV, and V, respectively, and Section VI presents that of
the PS service discipline. Three service disciplines SPTNP,
SPTWP, and SRPT are compared in Section VII. Simulation
and numerical results are discussed in Section VIII and, finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section IX.

II. S M

A. Channel model

The CRN under consideration consists of a base station
(BS) and a number of SUs. All the SUs and the BS see
the same spectrum opportunities (spectrum homogeneous). It
operates over a time-slotted single-channel primary network
with a constant time-slot duration. Availability of the channel
in a particular time-slot is referred to as the channel state.
The channel is in state 1 if it is available for the SUs, and
state 0 otherwise. The channel state in the next time-slot
is independent of the state in previous time-slots, given the
channel state in the current time-slot. The probability of state
transition from statei (∈ {0, 1}) to state j (∈ {0, 1}) is denoted
by Si, j. This is a widely used method to model the behavior
of PUs [8]-[10] due to its simplicity. Therefore, the durations
of channel availability and busy (D) periods are geometrically
distributed with mean valuesTon (=1/S1,0) and Tof f (=1/S0,1),
respectively. The probability,π1, of channel availability and
the probability,π0, of channel non-availability are given by
π1 = S0,1/(S0,1 + S1,0) andπ0 = S1,0/(S0,1 + S1,0), respectively.

B. Service disciplines

The data files requested by the SUs are transmitted from
the BS. The channel state is obtained by the SUs and the BS
via spectrum sensing and the new requests are sent via a low-
rate control channel. When an active SU requests a data file,
the BS transmits packets of the file based on SPTNP, SPTWP,
SRPT, and PS service disciplines. During each available time-
slot, only one data user is being served and the size,Ls, of
a data chunk (packet) transferred during a time-slot is fixed
for all available time-sots. We use the terms user and service
request interchangeably to denote a service request of an SU.

1) SPT service discipline without preemption: When a new
service request (target request) arrives at the BS, it is served
without any delay if there is no user currently being served
(current user), or is placed in a waiting queue otherwise. Once
the current user is being served, the request with the shortest
service time requirement (STR) in the queue will be served.
If the channel becomes unavailable (interrupted) during the
service of the current user, the service will be paused for the
duration of the interruption and resumed after the interruption.
If the target request arrives in an interruption period while
there is no current request waiting to resume its service, it
will be placed in the waiting queue until the channel becomes
available, and the user with the lowest STR will be served.
This type of interruption is referred to as an idle interruption.

2) SPT service discipline with preemption: The target re-
quest preempts the current user if theoriginal STR of the
current user is larger than that of the target request. If thetarget
request arrives in an interruption period, the request withthe
lowest original STR will be served after the interruption.

3) SRPT service discipline: The target request preempts the
current user if theremaining STR of the current user is larger
than that of the target request. If the target request arrives in
an interruption period, the request with the lowest remaining
STR will be served after the interruption.

4) PS service discipline: Users are served in a round-robin
manner. If the channel is available in a particular time-slot, the
BS transmits a data packet to the user who has the channel
access right (current user) and the channel access right is given
to the next user in a round-robin order for the next time-slot.
However, if the channel is not available in the given time-
slot, the current user keeps its channel access right until the
next available time-slot. When a new service request arrives, it
will be placed last at the round-robin order. In this way, each
user gets a fair channel access opportunity, regardless of their
service time requirements.

The service disciplines can be directly applied to a network
with distributed channel access control, where all the SUs
are connected to each other by one-hop links. Each time-
slot may consist of channel sensing, random contention, and
data transmission periods [8]. Further research is necessary to
develop an efficient distributed channel access scheme and to
apply the service disciplines.

C. Data traffic model

The STR depends on the length,L, of the requested data
file. The service requests at the BS follow a Poisson arrival
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process with mean arrival rateλ. The lengths of requested files
are independently and identically distributed with a Weibull
distribution which is common for Internet data traffic [8] in
[15]. The probability density function (pdf),fL(·), of file length
L given by

fL(x) =
α

β

(

x

β

)α−1

e
−

(

x
β

)α

, 0 < α, β > 0, x > 0 (1)

whereα is the shape parameter. Therefore, the pdf of the ser-
vice time requirement,S, is fS(x) = Ls fL(xLs). The mean STR,
E[S] is given byE[S]=

∫ ∞

0
u fS(u)du. The cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of STRS is denoted byFS(x) =
∫ x

0
fS(u)du.

Upon a service request, the whole data file is available at the
BS without any delay.

The packet transmission and channel available/unavailable
durations are in discrete-time due to the time slotted nature
of the primary network. However, for analysis tractability,
the channel availability/busy durations, and the service time
requirements are considered to be in continuous time. That is,
the channel availability and busy durations are exponentially
distributed with meanλa (= 1/S1,0) and E[ D] (= 1/S0,1),
respectively.

III. SPT    

The conditional mean response time,E [R|S = p], of a target
request given its STR,S, equal top is [22]-[24]

E [R|S = p] = E [W(p)] + E [X(p)] (2)

where R is the response time of a target request,W(p) is the
waiting time of the target request from the time that the user
places the service request until the BS starts transmittingthe
first data packet, andX(p) is the service time of the target
request from the time that the BS starts transmitting the first
data packet until it transmits the final data packet, which
includes the interruption periods during the service. As a new
request arrives at the system with the STR exactly equal to that
of the current user (p) occurs with a negligible probability, we
neglect it for the clarity of presentation.

A. Categorization of service requests and channel time

Service requests and channel time are categorized based on
the service time requirements and type of the request currently
using the channel, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Define
a type p request (type p’ request) as a service request with
original STR smaller (greater) thanp [23]. Type p busy period
is defined as a continuous time period during whichtype
p requests are using the channel or being interrupted while
using the channel. An illustration ofType p busy periods for
a channel without interruptions is given in [23].

If the channel is not in atype p busy period, it is in
a type p idle period. A type p busy period starts from a
request with STR less thanp which arrives during atype
p idle period as illustrated in Fig. 2, and it lasts until there
is no type p request in the system waiting to be served. A
type p idle period is divided into two parts, namelytype p’

Fig. 1: Categorization of service requests and channel time

busy (type pc idle) period and idle period. Atype p’ busy
period is a continuous time period during which requests with
original STR greater thanp are using the channel or being
interrupted while being served. An idle period is categorized
into idle available (type pa idle) period and idle interrupted
(type pb idle) period based on the channel availability. An
idle available period is a continuous time period during which
the channel is available and is not being used by any user. An
idle interrupted period is an interruption period which starts
from an idle available period.

A type p busy period is categorized into three (type pa,
type pb, and type pc) busy periods based on the arrival
period of the initiatingtype p request. Thetype pa, type
pb, andtype pc busy periods initiate due to the arrival of a
type p request during an idle available, idle interrupted, and
type p’ busy period, respectively. Atype pa busy period
is initiated at the time of atype p request arrival during an
idle available (type pa idle) period. However, atype pb busy
period initiates just after the completion of an idle interruption
(type pb idle) period, and atype pc busy period is initiated
just after the completion of currenttype p’ request (type
pc idle period). Examples for the initiation oftype pa, type
pb, andtype pc busy periods are given in Fig. 2.

If a new service request (target request) with STR equal to
p arrives during the service time of a request (current request)
with original STR smaller thanp, the new service request falls
into a type p busy period; otherwise, the target request falls
into a type p idle period.

B. Target request arriving in a type p idle period

If a target request arrives in an idle available (type pa idle)
period, it will get the channel access immediately. Therefore,
the response timeR = X(p).

If the target request arrives in an idle interrupted (type

pb idle) period, first it waits until the interruption duration
finishes. Further, anytype p request arrivals during the idle
interruption create atype p busy period. If so, the target
request needs to wait until the end of thetype p busy
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Fig. 2: Initiation of type pa, type pb, and type pc busy
periods.

period to get the service. Therefore, the mean waiting time,
E [W(p)] = E

[

ϕidle,int
]

+E[Tbusy,pb ] P(Nb ≥ 0), whereϕidle,int is the
residual time of the idle interruption,Tbusy,pb is the duration of
a type pb busy period, andNb is the number oftype p
requests arrived during an idle interrupted period.

If the target request arrives in atype p’ busy (type pc

idle) period, it waits first until the end of current service
which is a type p’ request. Further, anytype p request
arrivals during the service time (including the interruptions) of
the current user create atype p busy period, and the target
request needs to wait until the end of thetype p busy period
to get the channel access. Therefore, the mean waiting time,
E[W(p)] = E[ϕp′ ]+E[Tbusy,pc ] P(Nc ≥ 0), whereϕp′ is the residual
time of atype p’ request,Tbusy,pc is the duration of atype pc

busy period, andNc is the number oftype p requests arrived
during the service time (including the interruption duration)
of a type p’ request.

C. Target request arriving in a type p busy period

If the target request arrives in atype p busy period, it waits
until the end of thetype p busy period to get the service.
Therefore, the waiting timeE[W(p)] = E[ϕbusy,p], whereϕbusy,p

is the residual time of thetype p busy period. Atype p busy
period can be any oftype pa, type pb, andtype pc busy
periods. A summary of the waiting times of a target request
falling into different time periods are given in Table I. The
first type p request that arrives in an idle available period
initiates a type pa busy period. Therefore, the number of
type p requests at the initiation of atype pa busy period is
one. The probability of an incoming request initiating atype
pa busy period isPidle,av FS(p), wherePidle,av is the probability
of the target request arriving in an idle available period.

A type p request with the shortest STR that arrives in an
idle interrupted period initiates atype pb busy period just

TABLE I: Waiting time of a target request arriving in different
time periods

Time SPTWP/
period Waiting time SPTNP SRPT
Type

pa idle
period

No waiting time. Immediately re-
ceives service (accesses the chan-
nel).

yes yes

E[W(p)]=0.
Type

pb idle
period

Wait until the interruption is over.
If there are anytype p arrivals
during the interruption, atype pb
busy period is generated, wait until
the end of thetype pb busy pe-
riod.

yes yes

E[W(p)]=E[ϕidle,int ]+E[Tbusy,pb ].
Type

pc idle
period

Wait until the service completion
of the current (type p’) user. If
there are anytype p arrivals dur-
ing the service of current user, a
type pc busy period is generated,
wait until the end of thetype pc
busy period.

yes no

E[W(p)]=E[ϕp′ ]+E[Tbusy,pc ].
Type

p busy
Wait until the end of the ongoing
type p busy period.

yes yes

period E[W(p)]=E[ϕbusy,p ]

after the interruption. However, at the initiation of thetype
pb busy period, there may be more than onetype p request
waiting to get service. As the target request has to wait until all
thetype p requests finish their service, we can treat any of the
type p requests arriving in an idle interrupted period as the
initiating request of thetype pb busy period. The probability
that an incoming service request initiates atype pb busy
period is thenPidle,int FS(p), wherePidle,int is the probability of
the target request arriving in an idle interrupted period.

Similarly, the probability that a request initiates atype pc

busy period isPbusy,p′FS(p), wherePbusy,p′ is the probability of
the target request arriving in a typep′ busy period. Therefore,
the probability,Ip, that an incoming request initiates atype
p busy period is given byIp=FS(p)[1 − Pbusy,p], where Pbusy,p

is the probability of the target request arriving in atype p
busy period. The conditional mean response time,E[R|S = p]
is given by

E [R|S = p] =

(

E
[

ϕidle,int
]

+ E
[

Tbusy,pb

]

P(Nb≥1)
)

Pidle,int

+

(

E
[

ϕp′
]

+ E
[

Tbusy,pc

]

P(Nc≥1)
)

Pbusy,p′ (3)

+ E
[

ϕbusy,p
]

Pbusy,p + E [X(p)] .

The mean response time of a target request can be evaluated
by averaging (3) over the pdf,fS(·), of the STR.

D. Mean type p busy period

The duration,Tbusy,p, of a type p busy period is given by

Tbusy,p =

∞
∑

k=0

Tk (4)
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where Tk=Tk
′+

∑Nd,Tk
′

i=0
Di (k ≥ 1), Tk

′=
∑Ny,Tk−1

i=0
Yk−1,i (k ≥ 1),

Ny,Tk−1 is the number oftype p request arrivals during the
period Tk−1, Yk−1,i is the STR of thei th (i ∈ {0, Ny,Tk−1}) type p
request arrival duringTk−1, Nd,Tk

′ is the number of interruptions
during the periodTk

′, and Di is the duration of thei th

(i ∈ {0, Nd,Tk
′}) interruption arrived inTk

′ (D0, Yk−1,0 = 0 by
definition). The time durationT0

′ in T0 is the total STR of the
Ny,0 initiating type p requests of thetype p busy period.
An example for atype p busy period is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Similar to the analysis given in [22], it can be shown that

Fig. 3: An example of atype p busy period initiated with
Ny,0 = 2.

E[Tbusy,p] = E











∞
∑

k=0

Tk











=
E[T0]

(1− b)
(5)

where E[T0]=E[T0
′
+

∑Nd,T0
′

i=0
Di], b=(1 + λa E[ D])λpE[Yp] is the

fraction of time having atype p busy period,λp is the arrival
rate oftype p users, andE[Yp] (= E[S|S < p]) is the expected
value of the STR oftype p requests. It can be shown that

E[T0] =
1
π1

E[Ny,0]E[Yp]. (6)

The mean waiting time of atype p request due totype
pb busy period which falls during an idle interrupted period,
E[Tpb ], can be evaluated similar to (5) as

E[Tpb ] =
b

(1− b)
E[ D] (7)

whereλpE[ D] is the mean number oftype p request arrivals
in an idle interrupted period. The mean durationE[Tpb ] can be
given by E[Tpb ]=E[Tbusy,pb ] P(Nb ≥ 1)+0·P(Nb = 0), and there-
fore, E[Tpb ]=E[Tbusy,pb ] P(Nb ≥ 1). Further, the mean waiting
time of atype p request due totype pc busy period which
falls during the service time of atype p’ request,E[Tpc ]
(= E[Tbusy,pc ] P(Nc ≥ 1)), can be given similar to (7) as

E[Tpc ] =
b

(1 − b)
E[Xp′ ] (8)

where E[Xp′ ] is the mean service time of atype p’ request
including the interruption periods during the service.

E. Mean residual times

The mean residual time,E[ϕbusy,p], of atype p busy period
is given by [22]

E[ϕbusy,p] =
E[(Tbusy,p)2|Ny,0≥1]

2E[Tbusy,p|Ny,0≥1]
(9)

whereE[(Tbusy,p)2]=E[(
∑∞

k=0
Tk)

2]= (1+b)
(1−b) E[

∑∞

k=0
Tk

2]. The residual
time of a type p busy period exists only if atype p busy
period is generated. Therefore, the first and second moments
of Tbusy,p are conditioned onNy,0≥1. With further manipulation,
it can be shown that

(1− b2)
∞
∑

k=0

E
[

Tk
2
]

= E
[

T0
2
]

+
E[T0]

(1− b)
λp(

1

π1
2

E[Yp
2] + λaE[ D2]E[Yp]).

E[(Tbusy,p)2|Ny,0≥1] =
E[T0

2|Ny,0≥1]

(1− b)2
+ (10)

E[T0|Ny,0≥1]

(1− b)3
λp

{ 1

π1
2

E[Yp
2] + λaE[ D2]E[Yp]

}

E[Tbusy,p|Ny,0≥1] =
E[T0|Ny,0≥1]

(1− b)
(11)

where

E[T0
2|Ny,0≥1]=

1

π1
2

E[T0
′2|Ny,0≥1] + λaE[ D2]E[T0

′|Ny,0≥1] (12)

E[T0|Ny,0≥1]=
1
π1

E[T0
′|Ny,0≥1]. (13)

As atype p busy period may be one of the three busy period
types (type pa, type pb, and type pc), the mean STR of
the initiatingtype p request,E[T0

′|Ny,0≥1] is given by

E[T0
′|Ny,0≥1] =

1
Ip

{

Pidle,av

∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt (14)

+ Pidle,int E[Nb |Nb ≥ 1]
∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt/FS(p)

+ Pbusy,p′ E[Nc |Nc ≥ 1]
∫ ∞

p
t fS(t)dt/(1 − FS(p))

}

where Nb and Nc are the numbers oftype p requests at
the initiation instant oftype pb and type pc busy periods,
respectively. Similar to (14),E[T0

′2] is given by

E[T0
′2|Ny,0≥1] =

1
Ip

{

Pidle,av

∫ p

0
t2 fS(t)dt

+Pidle,int
(

E[Nb |Nb ≥ 1]
∫ p

0
t2 fS(t)dt/FS(p)

+

(

E[Nb
2 − Nb |Nb ≥ 1]

∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt/FS(p)

)2)
(15)

+Pbusy,p′
(

E[Nc |Nc ≥ 1]
∫ ∞

p
t2 fS(t)dt/(1 − FS(p))

+

(

E[Nc
2 − Nc |Nc ≥ 1]

∫ ∞

p
t fS(t)dt/(1 − FS(p))

)2)}
.

In (3), the mean residual time,E[ϕidle,int ], of an idle interrupted
period is given byE[ϕidle,int ]=E[ D2]/2E[ D]. The mean residual
time, E[ϕp′ ], of a type p’ request depends on the service
time of a type p’ request (which includes the interruption
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periods during the service). The service timeXp′ is given

by Xp′=Xp′
′+

∑
Nd,Xp′

′

i=0
Di, where Xp′

′ is the original STR of
a type p’ request, Nd,Xp′

′ is the number of interruptions
occurred duringXp′

′ and Di is the duration of theith (∈ [0,∞))
interruption. The mean and the second moment ofXp′

′ can be
given by

E[Xp′ ] =
1
π1

∫ ∞

p
x fS(x)dx (16)

E[Xp′
2] =

1

π1
2

∫ ∞

p
x2 fS(x)dx + λaE[ D2]

∫ ∞

p
x fS(x)dx. (17)

The probabilities Pbusy,p, Pbusy,p′ , and Pidle,int are given
by Pbusy,p=λ

∫ p

0
x fS(x)dx/π1, Pbusy,p′=λ

∫ ∞

p
x fS(x)dx/π1, and

Pidle,int=π0(π1-λ
∫ ∞

0
x fS(x)dx)/π1, where fractions (proportions)

of time having atype p and type p’ request occupying
the channel are given byλ

∫ p

0
x fS(x)dx and λ

∫ ∞

p
x fS(x)dx,

respectively. The mean residual time,E[ϕp′ ], can be evaluated
from the standard equationE[ϕp′ ]=E[Xp′

2]/2E[Xp′ ].

IV. SPT    

The SPTWP differs from the SPTNP in that it preempts a
current user to give priority to a new request with an original
SRT smaller than that of the current user. Therefore, a target
request with STR equal top preempts an ongoingtype p’
request to get the channel access, and initiates atype p
busy period. From the view point of atype p user, all the
interruptions of atype p idle period are idle interruptions
and all the available durations of atype p idle period are
idle available periods. Therefore, the channel available and
interrupted periods of atype p idle period are denoted
as type p idle available (type pa idle) and type p idle
interrupted (type pb idle) periods, respectively, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. Similar to the SPTNP,type pa andtype pb busy

Fig. 4: Categorization of channel time for the SPTWP service
discipline

periods are initiated by atype p arrival in type pa and
type pb idle periods, respectively. However, with the SPTWP,
there is notype pc busy period. A target request with STR
equal top arriving in atype p idle available ortype p idle
interrupted period starts its service similar to that arrives in
an idle available or idle interrupted period with the SPTNP
service discipline, respectively. Examples for initiations of
type pa andtype pb busy periods are illustrated in Fig. 5.
A summary of waiting times of a target request falling into

Fig. 5: Initiation of type p busy periods for the SPTWP
service discipline

different periods is given in Table I. If the target request arrives
in a type p idle available period, it gets the channel access
immediately. Therefore, the response time,R, is the service
time, X(p). However, the service time,X(p), is different from
that of the SPTNP, since anytype p request arrival during
the service time of the target request can preempt the target
request. The preempted durations are the durations oftype

p busy periods initiated during the original service time of
the target request. An illustration of the service timeX(p) is
given in Fig. 6, whereZ p=p+

∑Nd,p

i=0
Di, Nd,p is the number of

interruptions occurred duringp (in this exampleNd,p=2), and
Di is the duration of thei th interruption. Analysis ofE[X(p)]

Fig. 6: Service time of the target request for the SPTWP
service discipline

is similar to that ofE[Tbusy,p] given in (5) and (6) withE[Yp]=p
and E[Ny,0] = 1. Therefore,

E[X(p)] =
p

π1(1− b)
. (18)

Similar to a target request arrival in an idle inter-
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rupted period with the SPTNP, a target request arrival in
a type p idle interrupted period with the SPTWP has
E[W(p)]=E[ϕidle,int,p]+E[Tbusy,pb ] P(Nb ≥ 0), where E[ϕidle,int,p]
(=E[ϕidle,int]) is the mean residual time of thetype p idle
interruption period.

If a target request arrives in atype p busy period, the mean
waiting time is given byE[W(p)]=E[ϕbusy,p]. The conditional
mean response time,E[R|S = p], is given by

E[R|S = p] =

(

E[ϕidle,int ] + E[Tbusy,pb ]P(Nb ≥ 0)
)

Pidle,int,p (19)

+ E[ϕbusy,p]Pbusy,p + E[X(p)]

where Pidle,int,pis the probability of the target request arriving
in a type p idle interrupted period,E[ϕidle,int]= E[ D2]/2E[ D],
and E[ϕbusy,p] is given in (7).

A target request can arrive in either of thetype p busy
periods (type pa or type pb). Therefore,E[ϕbusy,p] can be
evaluated using (5), (6), (9)-(13) with

E[T0
′|Ny,0≥1] =

1
Ip

{

Pidle,av,p

∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt (20)

+ Pidle,int,pE[Nb |Nb ≥ 1]
∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt/FS(p)

}

E[T0
′2|Ny,0≥1] =

1
Ip

{

Pidle,av,p

∫ p

0
t2 fS(t)dt (21)

+ Pidle,int,p
(

E[Nb |Nb ≥ 1]
∫ p

0
t2 fS(t)dt/FS(p)

+

(

E[Nb
2 − Nb |Nb ≥ 1]

∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt/FS(p)

)2)}

whereIp=(1−Pbusy,p)FS(p) is the probability of a request arrival
initiating a type p busy period andPidle,av,pis the probability
of the target request arriving in atype p idle available period.
Equations (20) and (21) differ from (14) and (15) in that (20)
and (21) do not contain the components for atype pc busy
period. The probabilitiesPbusy,p, Pidle,int,p, andPidle,av,p are given
by

Pbusy,p = λ

∫ p

0
x fS(x)dx/π1 (22)

Pidle,av,p = π1 − λ

∫ p

0
x fS(x)dx (23)

Pidle,int,p = π0

(

π1 − λ

∫ p

0
x fS(x)dx

)

/π1. (24)

V. SRPT 

The SRPT differs from the SPTWP in that it compares
the remaining STRs of the service requests rather than their
original STRs. Therefore, atype p’ request always initiates
a type p busy period when its remaining STR reduces top,
and an incoming request with STR equal top can preempt a
type p’ request only when the remaining STR of thetype
p’ request is larger thanp. In order to capture the difference,
we alter the definition oftype p busy period as a continuous
time period during which services with theremaining STR
less than p are using or being interrupted while using the
channel. Similarly, the definition oftype p’ busy period is
altered as a continuous time period during whichtype p’

requests with theremaining STR greater than p are using or
being interrupted while using the channel. The categorization
of the time periods is illustrated in Fig. 7. As illustrated in

Fig. 7: Categorization of channel time for the SRPT service
discipline

Fig. 7, atype p busy period may be any oftype pa, type
pb, andtype pd busy periods. Similar to that of the SPTWP
service discipline, thetype pa and type pb busy periods
are initiated due totype p arrivals duringpa and type pb

idle periods, respectively. However, atype pd busy period
is initiated when the remaining STR of atype p’ request
becomesp. The waiting times of a target request with the
original STR up top are given in Table I. Similar to that of
the SPTWP, the expression for the mean response time of a
target request is given by

E[R|S = p] =

(

E[ϕidle,int,p] + E[Tbusy,pb ]P(Nb ≥ 0)
)

Pidle,int,p (25)

+ E[ϕbusy,p]Pbusy,p + E[X(p)]

where E[ϕidle,int,p], E[Tbusy,pb ], and Nb are the same as those
with the SPTWP. The probabilitiesPbusy,p and Pidle,int,p are
given by

Pbusy,p =

λ
[∫ p

0
x fs(x)dx + p (1 − Fs(p))

]

π1
, Pidle,int,p = π0

(

1− Pbusy,p

)

(26)

where the numerator inPbusy,p is the fraction of time that
requests with the remaining STR less thanp occupies the
channel (excluding the interruption durations). The evaluation
of E[ϕbusy,p] in (25) is similar to that given in (14) with

E[T0
′|Ny,0≥1] =

1
Ip

{

Pidle,av,p

∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt (27)

+Pidle,int,pE[Nb |Nb ≥ 1]
∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt/FS(p) + p[1 − Fs(p)]

}

E[T0
′2|Ny,0≥1] =

1
Ip

{

Pidle,av,p

∫ p

0
t2 fS(t)dt (28)

+Pidle,int,p
(

E[Nb |Nb ≥ 1]
∫ p

0
t2 fS(t)dt/FS(p)

)

+Pidle,int,p
(

E[Nb
2 − Nb |Nb ≥ 1]

∫ p

0
t fS(t)dt/FS(p)

)2
+ p2 (1− Fs(p))

}
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whereIp is the probability of an incoming request initiating a
type p (type pa, type pb, or type pd) busy period. There-
fore, Ip=Pidle,av,pFs(p)+Pidle,int,pFs(p)+1− Fs(p)=1− Pbusy,pFs(p).

In the case of SRPT, a new service request can preempt the
current request only if the STR of the new request is less than
the remaining STR of the current request at the arrival instant.
Therefore, the service time comparison has to be done exactly
at the arrival instant of the new request. This comparison isnot
possible in continuous-time as the probability that an arrival
occurs at a particular time instance is zero. It is only possible
to find the probability of request arrivals with the original
STR shorter than the remaining service time of the current
request for a given period of time. As a result, we divide the
service time requirementp (or equivalently the file length) of
the target request inton units of duration∆t (p = n·∆t) as
illustrated in Fig. 8, where atype (n − i)∆t busy period is
similar to a type p busy period which starts from atype
(n− i)∆t request and ends after serving all such requests in the
waiting queue, and atype (n − i)∆t request being a service
request with the original STR less than(n− i)∆t. The service
time Yi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}) is the actual duration it takes to
complete thei th unit of ∆t, and X(p)=

∑n
i=1

Yi [23]. We have
E[X(p)]=

∑n
i=1

E[Yi]. The duration∆t in Yi is equivalent toT0
′

Fig. 8: Service time for the SRPT service discipline

in Tbusy,p. Therefore, similar to the evaluation ofE[Tbusy,p], E[Yi]
is given byE[Yi] = lim m→∞

∑m+1
k=0

Ti,k with

E[Ti,k+1|Ti,k] =
1
π1

(λ(n−i)∆tTi,k)
1

Fs((n − i)∆t)

∫ (n−i)∆t

0
x fs(x)dx (29)

whereλ(n−i)∆tTi,k represents the mean number of request arrivals
with the STR less than(n − i)∆t during Tk, and the integral
represents the mean STR of such arrival. Similar toE[Tbusy,p],
the mean durationE[Yi]=E[T0]/(1 − bi), where E[T0]=∆t/π1

andbi=λ(n−i)∆t

∫ (n−i)∆t

0
x fs(x)dx/π1Fs((n− i)∆t). In order to make

the analysis accurate (close to that for the continuous-time
scenario),∆t has to be very small (i.e.n is very large). As our
original system is time-slotted, we can carry out the analysis
in discrete-time with∆t = 1 time unit, which is the size
of a time-slot. However, since our analysis so far has been
in continuous-time, we divide the time into infinitely small
(i.e., a large number of) time periods. Therefore, the service
time, E[X(p)], is obtained by making∆t very small (∆t→0) or

equivalentlyn very large (n→∞) 1.
Duration oftype p busy periods are independent and iden-

tically distributed with SPTWP and SRPT service disciplines,
and the inter-arrival time of the new requests are memoryless.
In the analysis of residual time oftype p busy period given
that the target request arrives in atype p busy period, we can
ignore thetype p idle periods, and consider the initiation
of a type p busy period as a renewal process. However,
durations oftype p’ services andtype p busy periods can
be weakly dependent in the case of SPTNP service discipline.
The dependence vanishes with the occurrence of an idle
available period (when the server becomes idle). Therefore,
we assume these durations to be independent and evaluate the
residual times similar to the cases of SPTWP and SRPT.

VI. PS  

The conditional mean response time of a target request
operating over a network following exponentially distributed
channel availability durations is given by [21]

E[R|S = p] =
p

π1(1− ρ)
+ π0

E[ D2]

2E[ D]
+ π0

ρE[ D2]

2E[ D]

2 − ρ

(1− ρ)2
(1− e−

(1−ρ)p
E[S] )

(30)

whereρ = λE[S]/π1 is the utilization factor (ratio between the
mean arrival rate and mean service rate).

VII. C    

For presentation clarity, we use subscripts NP, WP, and
SRPT for the components associated with SPTNP, SPTWP,
and SRPT service disciplines, respectively. The difference in
the conditional mean response times between SPTNP and
SPTWP is given by

E[R|S = p]NP − E[R|S = p]W P = (31)

(Ωp′ − π0Ωpb )(ρ − b) + b(E[ϕbusy,p]NP − E[ϕbusy,p]W P) −
p

π1
·

b

(1 − b)

where Ωp′=E[ϕp′ ] + E[Tbusy,pc ] P(Nc ≥ 1), Ωpb=E[ϕidle,int]
+E[Tbusy,pb ] P(Nb ≥ 1), and p

π1
· b

(1−b) is the service time
difference between SPTNP and SPTWP for a data file re-
quiring a service time equal top. The terms(Ωp′ − π0Ωpb )
and (E[ϕbusy,p]NP − E[ϕbusy,p]W P) contain busy periods initiated
from more than one request arrival, whereasp

π1
· b

(1−b) only
contains the service time of a target request. The probability
b monotonically increases withp. The terms (Ωp′ -π0Ωpb ),
(ρ − b), and E[ϕbusy,p]NP − E[ϕbusy,p]W P decreases withp, and

p
π1
· b

(1−b) increases withp. Therefore, the difference in the
conditional mean response timesE[R|S = p]NP − E[R|S = p]W P

varies from a very high positive value to a small negative
value asp increases. When the file size Weibull (heavy tail)
distributed as in (1), the probability of having a smaller file
size is high and that of a larger file size is low. Therefore,
the resultant mean response time differenceE[R]NP − E[R]W P

obtained by averagingE[R|S = p]NP − E[R|S = p]W P over
p is a positive value. The probability of having very large
and very small values forE[R|S = p]NP − E[R|S = p]W P

1In our analysis, we setn = 104.
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increases with the tail heaviness in the file size distribution. As
a result,E[R]NP − E[R]W P increases with the tail heaviness in
the file size distribution. Increment of the terms (Ωp′ − π0Ωpb )
and (E[ϕbusy,p]NP − E[ϕbusy,p]W P) with an increasing interruption
duration is larger than that ofp

π1
· b

(1−b) . Therefore, the mean
response time differenceE[R]NP − E[R]W P increases with the
interruption duration. The difference between the conditional
mean response times for SPTWP and SRPT is given by

E[R|S = p]W P − E[R|S = p]SRPT = E[X(p)]W P − E[X(p)]SRPT

+b∗π1E[Tpb ] − b(E[ϕbusy,p ]SRPT − E[ϕbusy,p]W P)

−b∗(E[ϕbusy,p]SRPT − π1E[ϕidle,int ]) (32)

where b∗=p(1 − Fs(p))/π1. The mean service timeE[X(p)]W P

is greater thanE[X(p)]SRPT, due to the higher number of
preemptions in SPTWP than SRPT, and the difference
E[X(p)]W P − E[X(p)]SRPT increases withp. The termsE[Tpb ]
and (E[ϕbusy,p]SRPT−E[ϕbusy,p]W P) are smaller positive values and
(E[ϕbusy,p]SRPT − π1E[ϕidle,int]) is negative for a smallerp value.
However, all three terms are larger positive values for a larger
p. Therefore, difference in conditional mean response times
E[R|S = p]W P − E[R|S = p]SRPT varies from a small positive
value to a small negative value with increasingp. Similar to
(31), the mean response time differenceE[R]W P−E[R]SRPT is a
positive value when the file lengths are heavy tail distributed.
However, this positive value is smaller than that in (31). The
difference between the conditional mean response times for
SPTNP and SRPT is given by

E[R|S = p]NP − E[R|S = p]SRPT = (Ωp′ − π0Ωpb )(ρ − b) (33)

+ b(E[ϕbusy,p]NP − E[ϕbusy,p]SRPT)

+ E[X(p)]NP − E[X(p)]SRPT .

Similar to the discussion on (31), the terms(Ωp′ − π0Ωpb )
and(E[ϕbusy,p]NP − E[ϕbusy,p]SRPT) contain busy periods initiated
using one or more request arrival, whereasE[X(p)]SRPT −

E[X(p)]NP only contains the service time of a target re-
quest. Further, the terms (Ωp′-Ωpb), (ρ − b), and E[ϕbusy,p]NP −

E[ϕbusy,p]SRPT decrease, andE[X(p)]SRPT − E[X(p)]NP increases
with p. Therefore, the difference in conditional mean response
times E[R|S = p]NP − E[R|S = p]SRPT varies from a very high
positive value to a very small value with increasingp, and the
unconditional mean response time differenceE[R]NP−E[R]SRPT

is a positive value when the file length is heavy tail distributed.
Further, the differenceE[R]NP − E[R]SRPT, increases with the
interruption duration and the tail heaviness of the file length
distribution.

VIII. N  R

Computer simulations are carried out to evaluate the ac-
curacy of the response time analysis. As the system is time-
slotted, the simulations are in discrete time and the time is
measured in time-slot units. Therefore, the STR of a service
request is measured in number of time-slots. Without loss of
generality, we considerLs = 1. The BS transmits packets
to the SUs in idle time-slots (which are not being used by
the PUs) based on four service disciplines, respectively. The

BS transmits only one packet in each idle time-slot. Service
requests are generated according to a Poisson arrival process
with a Weibull distributed file length. The mean response time,
E[R], is evaluated by averaging the results of 20 simulation
runs, each run having 18,000 service requests.

Fig. 9 shows the variation ofE[R] with Ton and Tof f

obtained from numerical analysis and simulations while having
Tof f = 10 and Ton = 10 time-slots, respectively for all four
service disciplines in a light traffic load condition. We keep
ρ = 0.6 andα = 0.6. It can be clearly seen that the simulation
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Fig. 9: The variation of mean response time with mean channel
availability and interruption durations atρ = 0.6.

results closely match with the numerical results for all four
service disciplines. When preemption is allowed, the mean
response time decreases considerably, and using the remaining
STR instead of the original STR improves the performance.
The PS outperforms the SPTNP service discipline for the
lightly loaded system. The mean response time decreases
exponentially with the channel availability and increaseswith
the mean interruption duration.

Fig. 10 shows the variation ofE[R] with ρ obtained from
numerical analysis and simulations for all four service dis-
ciplines, with Ton = 20, Tof f = 10 time-slots, E[L] = 500,
and α = 0.6. It is observed that the response times of all
four service disciplines increase withρ, and the larger theρ,
the larger the rate of increment ofE[R]. As the mean service
rate remains constant, the mean arrival rate is proportional to
the system load, and the higher the arrival rate, the higher
the waiting time of the users at the waiting queue. Therefore,
the waiting time increases with the system load, leading to
longer response times. As seen in Fig. 9, the service disciplines
with preemption outperforms that without preemption, and
the PS outperforms the SPTNP at lightly loaded condition.
For the PS service discipline, the heavier the load, the larger
the number of users in the round-robin order. Therefore, the
mean service time increases for each request; whereas for the
SPTNP service discipline, the increasing number of requests
have a major impact on the waiting time (or the response time)
of the requests with a long STR, and vice versa. However,
the probability of request arrivals with a long STR is small.
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Fig. 10: The variation of mean response time with the traffic
load.

Therefore, the rate of increment of the mean response time
with the system load is larger for the PS service discipline than
that for the SPTNP service discipline. This rapid incrementis
indeed captured in (30).

Fig. 11 shows theE[R] variation with Tof f for the SRPT
service discipline obtained from numerical analysis and sim-
ulations for two different traffic load conditions and two dif-
ferentα values withTon = 100 time-slots andE[L] = 500. The
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Fig. 11: The variation of mean response time with the mean
interruption duration for SRPT service discipline

simulation results closely match with the numerical results.
That is, the discrete-time analysis in section V is accuratefor
the networking scenario. Similar to what is observed in Fig.
10, theE[R] increases withρ. Further, the heavier the tail of
the STR distribution, the longer the mean response time.

Fig. 12 shows theE[R] variation with the shape parameter
α (heaviness of the tail) withρ = 0.6, Ton = 20, andTof f = 10
time slots. The mean response time of the PS service discipline
remains almost the same with the variation ofα. As the PS
gives an equal opportunity to all service requests, theE[R]
depends on the mean of the STR, not its distribution [21].
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Fig. 12: The variation of mean response time with the tail
heaviness of the STR distribution.

When the preemption is allowed, the mean response time
decreases with the heaviness of the tail; otherwise, it increases
with the heaviness of the tail. Preemptions result in shorter
response times for requests with a short STR and longer
response times for requests with a long STR. The smaller the
α, the larger the number of service requests with very short
STR. Therefore, when the preemption is allowed, the heavier
the tail of the STR distribution (a lowerα), the lower theE[R].
Whenα is large, the STR concentrate around the mean STR,
and the probability of an incoming request having a shorter
original STR than the remaining STR of the current user is
very low. This reduces the probability of having preemptions
by a large margin in the case of the SRPT. Therefore, the
larger theα, the closer theE[R] of the SPTNP to that of
the SRPT. When the probability of having a longer STR is
relatively larger and the preemption is based on the original
STR, the requests with a longer STR gets preempted more
often. Therefore, these unnecessary preemptions increasethe
response time in the case of SPTWP.

Fig. 13 shows theE[R] variation with Tof f at π1 =

Ton/(Ton + Tof f )=0.66 with E[L] = 500 and ρ = 0.6 for two
differentα values. TheE[R] increases withTof f even when
the long term channel availability and the system load remain
unchanged. When the interruption duration is exponentially
distributed, the conditional mean response time for the SPTWP
service discipline given in (19) can be simplified toE[R|S =
p]=E[ D]π0+E[ϕbusy,p]b+ p

π1(1−b) . The E[ϕbusy,p] increases andb
remains constant withE[ D] for constantπ1 andρ. As a result,
the higher theE[ D] the higher theE[R|S = p]. Similarly,
we can show that the conditional mean response times of
the SPTNP, SRPT, and PS service disciplines increase with
the mean interruption duration when the long term channel
availability and the system load remain unchanged. Similarto
Fig. 12, the shorter the tail of the STR distribution (largerα),
the lower theE[R] for the SPTNP and the larger theE[R] for
the rest of the service disciplines. As in (31) and (33), the
difference between the mean response times of the SPTNP
and SPTWP and that between the SPTNP and SRPT increase
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with Tof f . However, there is no significant difference in the gap
between the mean response times of the SPTWP and SRPT
with the variation ofTof f .

Fig. 14 shows the CDFs of the file lengthL (or STR) and
the response times obtained from simulations for the SPTNP
and SPTWP service disciplines, respectively, withE[L] = 500,
Ton = 10 and Tof f = 20 time-slots, andρ = 0.6. It is observed
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Fig. 14: The CDF of mean response times of both SPT service
disciplines and the STR.

that a higher percentage of requests show a very short response
times when the preemption is allowed. Further, the slope of
the response time curve reduces for a high STR (file length)
value with the SPTWP than that with the SPTNP. This means
that the response time for a long STR is getting longer when
the preemption is allowed. Preemption gives a higher service
priority to requests with a short STR over requests with a long
STR. Therefore, the requests with a short STR experience a
very short response time and the requests with a long STR
experience a very long response time. That is, the preemption
compromises the performance of requests with a long STR
to other requests with a short STR. This may not be fair in

the view point of the requests with a long STR. If we try to
give a higher priority to the requests with a long STR over the
requests with a short STR, the latter will have to wait for a very
long time before getting the service, and the resulting mean
response time will be larger. However, the requests with a long
STR will get a shorter response time than that in the case
with SPR and SRPT disciplines. Based on our analysis, the
mean response time can be evaluated for a system, given the
channel availability statistics, STR (file length) distribution,
and request arrival rate. The best service discipline can then be
selected based on the mean response time requirement of the
data service service and desired trade-off with service fairness..

In this work, we consider only the single channel scenario.
In a multiple channel network, two key approaches can be
considered:

1) The BS divide incoming requests among the channels
based on the arrival sequence, and SUs stay in the
assigned channel for the service.

2) The BS assigns a channel to SUs instantaneously based
on the channel availability in each time-slot.

The two approaches differ in signal/channel switching over-
head and in statistical multiplexing performance gain. The
model here can be applied to the first scenario where the
arrival rate should be normalized to the number of channels
in the network. Extension to the second scenario requires
further research. This analysis can be used as a benchmark for
the performance in the second scenario. Further, this work is
focused on the operation of a CRN with single base station. In
the case of multiple base stations, data call handover between
neighboring base stations should be considered. The file length
(or equivalently the STR) distribution and the arrival process
for each base station is a combination of those of the new
request arrivals and the handover data calls. This can be treated
in a way similar to that in [15]-[17] in which the authors
consider handover between a cellular network and a WLAN. In
extending the analysis to a system with multiple base stations,
different file size distributions and different arrival processes
(for new and handover calls) should be considered, which is
expected to be much more complex.

IX. C

In this paper, we evaluate the mean response time of elastic
data traffic under three service disciplines (namely, shortest
processor time without preemption, shortest processor time
with preemption, and shortest remaining processing time) for a
single-channel single-hop synchronized CRN with a base sta-
tion, in comparison with the PS service discipline. It is shown
that the analytical results match well with simulation results.
Numerical results demonstrate that the SRPT and the SPTWP
provide very close response times and the SRPT outperforms
the SPTWP. The mean response times for all four service
disciplines are compared under different load conditions, and
it is shown that the SPTNP service discipline outperforms the
PS service discipline in heavily loaded systems. Therefore, the
SPT service discipline is a better choice over the PS service
discipline as the system load increases. The mean response
times of all four service disciplines are compared under the
Weibull distribution with different parameters, and the results
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show that the preemption reduces the mean response time
when the service time requirement follows a heavy tailed
distribution. The SRPT performs better than the other service
disciplines in terms of mean response time, as it achieves
very short response times for service requests with short
service time requirements. Further, the mean duration of the
transmission interruptions (channel non-availability) has an
impact on the mean response time even when the long term
channel availability and the system load remain unchanged.
This response time analysis can be used for call admission
control to ensure service satisfaction.
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